The Conrad

It is all about passion and personality!
Kilsgaard Eyewear is a Danish design eyewear brand with an international perspective. Their frames
are a modern and urban tribute to Danish design classics created with passion for simplicity and
elegance.
At Kilsgaard Eyewear they do not follow trends and dogmas to be hip or fashionable. They stay
grounded in simply elegant design which never goes out of style. Their latest collection stays true to
their vision and consists of beautiful eyewear that will enhance the personal style of the wearer and
not create it.
“Creating designer eyewear is about passion, personality and style. We are extremely proud of the

fine detailing and expressive coloration of the newest collection. It truly builds on our passion for
creating long-lasting evergreens” says Charlotte Ellegaard, Head of Marketing at Kilsgaard Eyewear.
The Kilsgaard styles 2017
The new styles are minimalistic and clean, yet unique and elegant. The shapes range from timeless,
classic masculine to feminine vintage-inspired ones.

Model 96 is an aluminum frame with
a delicate matt finish that enhances
the designs minimalistic and cool
look. The accuracy of the aluminum
beautifully defines the frames angles
and creates a classy and
sophisticated feminine silhouette.
Model 96, 1/26 black

Conrad, Gold

Conrad is a titanium frame that was
inspired by the iconic frame shapes
of the 1920’s and 1930’s. The
temple is shaped with reference to
great Danish furniture design
traditions, simplified to a rigorous
and modern look with no
superfluous details – Just being so
very elegant and sophisticated.

About Kilsgaard Eyewear
Kilsgaard is a design eyewear brand created in Aarhus, Denmark. Staying true to simplicity and
elegance is the essence of our brand. It is our Danish heritage, it runs in our veins, less is always
more expect when we talk about passion. We believe in creating evergreens: classic, yet
contemporary and urban design. We really love it, when design lasts for decades and you don’t
grow tired of looking at its beauty or details. Please visit www.kilsgaard-eyewear.com for more
information on Kilsgaard.
Kilsgaard Eyewear is part of Design Eyewear Group
Design Eyewear Group creates and markets iconic eyewear brands, sold worldwide by quality
opticians for more than 40 years. Design is the heart of our company and great design is what
defines all our brands. They are versatile and clearly positioned: from audacious French design
to a clean-cut Scandinavian look. Please visit www.designeyeweargroup.com for more
information on our brands.

